
Everyday Faux Florals
{CREAT IVE INSP IRAT IONS        FROM HOBBY LOBBY®}free

Bring a bit of nature to your home 
with everyday faux f lorals.
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VASE PLACE
A vase and a few fl owers 
make any room chic and 
casual in a snap. Tip: We 
wrapped jute around the 
neck of the vase for style, 
but ribbon or lace would 

work too.
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OUTSIDE the BOX
A storage crate makes a darling 
planter with just a creative push. 

To achieve this look, trace or 
freehand the design you want and 

then paint it on. To fi nish, add 
fl owers and voila!—a centerpiece 

you can be proud of.
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ONCE and FLORAL
This tin planter comes 
ready to arrange, so all 

you have to do is add some 
pretties like cotton stems 

and lamb’s ears.

ON the HOMESTEAD
Bring all the comfort of a farmhouse 

right to your living room with a 
corrugated metal storage box 
(Home Decor) and a few faux 

fl oral stems. We chose magnolias 
to emphasize the farm-fresh feel, 
but try using a variety of fl orals to 

achieve this look.
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THREE of a KIND
Delicate fl owers in metal pots make for a 
trendy combination. Take the dainty and 

farm-y look even further, and display your 
pots on a tobacco basket from Home Decor. 
Tip: We added lace trim to these planters.

FAUX SURE
With so many planters to choose from, 

it’s tough picking just one. Find a few that 
match, and style away! As for fl owers, 
don’t hold back—the diff erent heights 

look great when put in a collection.
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FRUITFULLY YOURS
Want more whimsy in your life? Attach a wreath to a wooden pallet, 
and add fruit branches and floral stems to it for a totally unique look. 

Tip: Use painted wooden letters to create a greeting.

DO NOT ALLOW CHILDREN TO COMPLETE PROJECTS ALONE. ADULT SUPERVISION REQUIRED.
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